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Background:

㛼Ჟ

This Manmade Cellulosic Fiber (MMCF) Producer Transparency Questionnaire has been created
by a multistakeholder group, as part of work carried out by the Textile Exchange MMCF Round
Table. It is intended to provide a uniform and transparent platform for MMCF producers to
share crucial and often complex information with their buyers about how they are progressing on
their journey towards more sustainable MMCF production. It also offers the ability to share
information at an individual production site level (rather than at an overall Parent Company
level only) which is critical as performance can differ greatly from site to site, even within one
Parent Company or Group.
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The questionnaire is based on an initial, more detailed self-assessment
questionnaire that was handed over to Textile Exchange by a group of global retailers (all
signatories of the “Changing Markets Foundation Roadmap towards responsible viscose and
modal fiber manufacturing*” in 2018) - together with the ask for expanding the questionnaires’
scope for a broader industry use and benefit. The initial questionnaire was developed as a tool to
help brands monitor their MMCF producers’ journey towards meeting the requirements of the
Changing Markets Roadmap and has also been fully aligned with the CanopyStyle initiative.
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Aim of the MMCF Producer Transparency Questionnaire:
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A lack of transparency of compliance with global standards and efforts applicable to MMCF
manufacturing is an issue, and buyers of MMCF still have little visibility, or clarity of compliance
with these standards at an individual MMCF production site level – knowing that companies with
several fiber production sites, often in different countries, do not always operate with the same
prerequisites and the same sustainability performance at each of their sites (legal circumstances,
age of mill, investments, technologies, energy sources etc.).
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As an increasing number of brands now have policies, strategies and targets in place for sourcing
MMCF with sourcing requirements targeted at individual MMCF production sites, it is key to offer
visibility of each production site to comply with increased global expectations on sustainability. To
find out more on commitments and adoption of standards and initiatives, refer to the websites of
leading organizations like Canopy, Changing Markets Foundation, CV, Textile Exchange, ZDHC
etc.
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Buyers of MMCF are asked to use this Transparency Questionnaire, request comprehensive
answers and disclosure from their MMCF producers to jointly drive collaboration, transparency and
progress. We are on this journey together to achieve what no single company can do alone.
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While Textile Exchange is not responsible for contacting, collecting or verifying information, it can
be a driving force and incentivize understanding, use and disclosure of information. Textile
Exchange will also collect feedback from the supply as well as demand side to make this tool as
meaningful and effective as possible going forward.
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About the MMCF Round Table:
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The MMCF Round Table evolved from Textile Exchange’s vision for a global textile industry that
protects and restores the environment, reduces the climate impact of our industry and enhances
lives.
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The MMCF Round Table is a collaborative, pre-competitive community that aims to increase
uptake and integrity of preferred MMCF from feedstock to fiber, provide up-to-date data and
information to support informed decisions and focus on innovation and best practice in MMCF and
recycled MMCF.
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Why did Textile Exchange help update this Transparency Questionnaire?
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Textile Exchange was asked to support disclosure of relevant
information of global MMCF producers and recognizes the value and benefit of a
consolidated, easy to understand and up-to-date sharing of production site information to
drive and accelerate more sustainable practices in MMCF production. Through
this Transparency Questionnaire, we aim to drive increased transparency and visibility of
what is done and planed by MMCF producers, reduce duplication of work for producers
and buyers alike and make relevant information for buying decisions available.
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Who was involved in creating the Transparency Questionnaire?
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A group of retailers handed over an initial questionnaire to Textile Exchange in summer 2020.
A multistakeholder working group, part of the MMCF Round Table community, updated the
questionnaire, consulted relevant other stakeholders - including leading NGOs - in a review
phase, and launched the new version for brands use in summer 2021.
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How will this Transparency Questionnaire be used by brands?
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Brands are aiming for more transparency and confidence in their supply of MMCF. They
have environmental and social policies and targets to reach and risks to tackle. They are
seeking relevant information in a holistic but tangible way and it is not feasible for
them to collect and compare broad and deep technical information or CR
reposts individually with individual MMCF producers. Thus, the Transparency Questionnaire
and Dashboard will help brands achieve all of the above, comprehensively.
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Who can take part?
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All MMCF producers are invited to take part free of charge and voluntarily.
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How will the Transparency Questionnaire be beneficial for MMCF producers?
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MMCF producers can streamline and possibly decrease individual requests, new policies, and
pressure from customers and various stakeholder groups by proactively disclosing
holistic and robust data and information of their individual production sites. That may result in
less work, more trust, new customers and enhanced visibility. Efforts and progress can be
shown in a compact, easy to read way.
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What is expected from a MMCF producer?
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Answer

MMCF producers will be requested to fill in data and status once a year, and to responsibly do
any updates during the year, such as relevant changes on group or site level. Further, and
many MMCF producers have already agreed to demonstrate full transparency, all MMCF
producers should be encouraged to publish the full Questionnaire on their websites and in
their CR report (in English and if relevant in other languages) where the public can easily find
it. In case certain information is not disclosed on the website, MMCF producers are expected
to clearly explain the reason and consider individual disclosure upon request by brands or
Textile Exchange.
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MMCF producers are welcome to provide feedback to Textile Exchange on how the quality of
the Transparency Questionnaire and the process could be improved.
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Why is Group as well as Site level information required?
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As we all know, MMCF producers are producing MMCF at various sites in various
countries. Production sites might have run for many decades with or without investments in
best-of-class technologies, or they might be new and compliant to best
available performance. Whilst parent companies can tackle risks and topics on group level overall targets on climate and emissions for example or feedstock policies and health and
safety aspects - there are very specific performance areas that need to be looked at on an
individual site level that might be lost if only looked at on a company
level. Only the combination of both sets of answers will provide a foundation of relevant
information.
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What kind of supporting information and links should be included?
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We are looking for question specific supporting evidences to back-up the
information provided by the producers. It is recommended to provide evidences such
as verified data, certificates or precise information where to find details, for
example the chapter and page of a policy or CR report.
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Who will get the information?
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This information is aimed to benefit MMCF producers in disclosing their
information, and brands in considering this information while making their MMCF sourcing
decisions. Since the information will be published by MMCF producers on their
website, anyone visiting the MMCF producer’s website should have access to it. If an
MMCF producer does not feel confident with public disclosure, a log in or individual request
option can be discussed (for certain sensitive information only).
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How often will the Transparency Dashboard be updated?
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Once a year Textile Exchange will collect all
public Questionnaires to create the Transparency Dashboard (not a scoring or ranking
but summarizing the public information). Any MMCF producer displaying the
Transparency Questionnaire on their own website can do updates in real time so the most upto-date information is always available.
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What is disclosed by Textile Exchange?
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Textile Exchange will share the Transparency Dashboard online, in publications and at the
MMCF Round Table Summit. As we expect to have information on each
participating MMCF producer’s website the information can be used for any purposes, being
aware and stating that it is a non-verified self-disclosure tool.
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What will be Textile Exchange’s role?
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Textile Exchange is responsible for the evolution of the scope, format and process of
the Transparency Questionnaire and Dashboard, as well as the alignment with other tools,
initiatives as well as Textile Exchange´s strategy.

Who is responsible for the content and for disclosure?

䈱ሩᇩ઼ᣛ䵢䍏䍓˛

The MMCF producer is responsible for answering as completely, accurately, and honestly as
possible. For the time being the information will remain self-assessed but buyers and Textile
Exchange are free to ask for supporting data and material any time. The buyers/brands are
responsible for checking MMCF producers’ websites and encouraging MMCF producers to
disclose as much information as possible.
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How often will we see updates to the Transparency Questionnaire and Dashboard?
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The MMCF Round Table Steering Committee, a multistakeholder group that consults and costeers the MMCF Round Table will discuss annually how to proceed, update and make
this Transparency Questionnaire and Dashboard a useful and beneficial tool for
all stakeholders.

⭏㓔㔤㍐㓔㔤ശṼᤷሬငઈՊᱟањཊޣᯩഒփˈՊ䈒ᒦ਼ޡᤷሬശṼՊ⇿ᒤа⅑ൠ䇘䇪
ྲօ䘋㹼ǃᴤᯠˈᒦ֯ᗇᵜ䘿᰾ᓖ䈳ḕ㺘઼㺘ⴈሩᡰᴹ৲о㘵ᴹ࡙ᴹ⳺Ǆ

How do I complete this excel Questionnaire?

ྲօᆼᡀ䘉њExcel䈳ḕ㺘˛

After reading the instructions carefully, provide as much infromation as possible on both the
"Group questions" worksheet as well as "Site questions" worksheet. You should complete one
worksheet for each production Site.
- Your answers should be added in column F, G, H by providing either text, numbers, dates,
or options from a picklist.
- For selecting from a picklist, you can view the options availabe by clicking on the answer
cell, and then open the selection by clicking on the arrow on the botton right.
- Please do not forget to save the excel after adding your inputs.
- When saving the document, please name it with your Group name and year for which the
information was shared. (For example: MMCF Producer Questionnaire_Group name_year)
- All MMCF producers should be encouraged to publish the full Questionnaire on their
websites and in their CR report (in English and if relevant in other languages) where the
public can easily find it.

Ԅ㓶䰵䈫ᤷইਾˈቭ䟿ᆼᮤൠປ߉Ā䳶ഒ䰞仈ā亥઼Āᐕল䰞仈ā亥Ǆ⇿ањᐕলᱟঅ⤜Ⲵањ
亥䶒Ǆ
ⲴㆄṸѪ᮷ᆇǃᮠᆇǃᰕᵏˈᡆлࡇ㺘䘹亩ˈປ*ˈ)ޕ+ࡇǄ
Ӿлࡇ㺘䘹ᤙᰦˈਟঅࠫㆄṸⲴṬᆀḕⴻㆄṸ䘹亩ˈ❦ਾঅࠫਣ䗩᤹䫞䘹ᤙǄ
䗃ޕਾн㾱ᘈ䇠؍ᆈ
؍ᆈ᮷ẓᰦˈ䈧Ѫ䈕᮷ẓ䟽ભ࣐кⲴ䳶ഒˈᒤԭ˄e.g.MMCF Producer
Questionnaire_䳶ഒBᒤԭ˅

ᡰᴹ⭏ӗ୶䜭ᓄ䈕㻛啃࣡ሶަᆼᮤ䈳ḕ㺘ޜᔰ൘ޜՇ᱃ҾࡠⲴަ㖁ㄉ⽮Պ䍓ԫᣕѝ˄㤡᮷ᡆ
ަᆳޣ䈝䀰˅

Who can I contact?

ਟԕ㚄㌫䈱˛

We welcome all feedback or questions at mmcfroundtable@textileexchange.org

mmcfroundtable@textileexchange.org

Terms and Abbreviations used in the Questionnaire •
BEPI

Bluesign

BSCI

Textile Exchange
䍏䍓䘿᰾ᓖ䈳ḕ㺘઼㺘ⴈⲴ㤳തǃ⻪؍Ṭᔿǃ⍱〻Ⲵ䘋ॆˈᒦоަᆳᐕާǃّ䇞৺㠷Textile
Exchangeᡈ⮕Ⲵа㠤Ǆ

䈳ḕ㺘ѝᡰ⭘ࡠⲴᵟ䈝઼㕙⮕䈝

BEPI provides a framework that can support all product sectors in all countries to reduce their
environmental impact, business risks and costs through improved environmental practices.
https://www.amfori.org/content/what-bepi-0

BEPI㜭ѪഭⲴњ⭏ӗ⧟㢲ᨀањṶᷦˈ䙊䗷ᨀॷ⧟ຳᇎ䐥ᶕ߿ቁ⧟ຳߢࠫˈ୶ъ仾䲙઼ᡀ
ᵜǄ
https://www.amfori.org/content/what-bepi-0

Bluesign is a holistic system that provides solutions in sustainable processing and
manufacturing to industries and brands.
https://www.bluesign.com/en

Bluesignᱟањᮤփ䀓ߣᯩṸⲴ㌫㔏ˈѪӗъ઼૱⡼ᨀਟᤱ㔝࣐ᐕࡦ䙐ⲴᯩṸǄ
https://www.bluesign.com/en

The Business Social Compliance Initiative is an auditing system aiming to improve social
performance of global value chains.
https://www.amfori.org/content/amfori-bsci

୶ъ⽮Պㅖਸ㹼ࣘᱟањᇑṨ㌫㔏ˈⴞⲴ൘Ҿᨀ儈⨳ޘԧ٬䬮Ⲵ⽮ՊㅖਸᙗǄ
https://www.amfori.org/content/amfori-bsci

Canopy is a non-profit organization working with the forest industry’s biggest players to
develop business solutions that protect endangered forests. CanopyStyle and the annual Hot
Button Report target the textile sector.
http://canopyplanet.org/campaigns/canopystyle/
https://hotbutton.canopyplanet.org

Canopyᱟањ䶎࡙㓴㓷ˈо᷇㹼ъⲴᴰབྷ৲о㘵а䎧ᔰਁҶ؍ᣔ☂ড᷇Ⲵ୶ъ䀓ߣᯩṸǄ
CanopyStyle઼аᒤаᓖⲴHot Button Report✝㓭ᢓᣕᱟ䪸ሩ㓪㓷⧟㢲ⲴǄ
http://canopyplanet.org/campaigns/canopystyle/
https://hotbutton.canopyplanet.org

The Carbon Disclosure Project runs the global disclosure system for investors, companies,
cities, states and regions to manage their environmental impacts.
https://www.cdp.net/en

⻣ޜᔰ亩ⴞ˄CDP˅䘀㹼⵰ޜⲴ⨳ޘᔰ㌫㔏ˈᣅ䍴㘵ǃޜਨǃᐎǃൠ४ਟ㉽ԕ㇑᧗ަ⧟ຳᖡ૽Ǆ
https://www.cdp.net/en

From a voluntary Cleaner Production audit to a compulsory Cleaner Production audit system
a policy and legislation system for promoting cleaner production has been set up for Chinese
industries since the early 90s.
https://www.ctc-n.org/sites/www.ctc-n.org/files/cncpc_held_china-nepal_recp_workshop.pdf

ѝഭ⌱⭏ӗḷ߶˄CPS˅
ㅹ㓗,ˈ,,ˈ,,,˖ҍॱᒤԓᰙᵏˈ⌱⭏ӗᇑṨӾᘇᝯਈᡀҶᗵ享Ⲵ᭯ㆆ઼⌅㿴㌫㔏ˈԕ׳䘋ѝ
ഭӗъⲴ⌱⭏ӗǄ
https://www.ctc-n.org/sites/www.ctc-n.org/files/cncpc_held_china-nepal_recp_workshop.pdf

Changing Markets Foundation is a non-profit organization, creating and supporting
campaigns that shift market share away from unsustainable products. A specific Roadmap for
sourcing MMCF was developed for fashion brands.
https://changingmarkets.org/
http://changingmarkets.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Roadmap-towards-responsibleviscose-and-modal-fibre-manufacturing.pdf

᭩ਈᐲ൪ส䠁Պᱟ䶎࡙㓴㓷ˈࡋ・ᒦ᭟ᤱ䛓Ӌ䱽վнਟᤱ㔝ӗ૱Ⲵᐲ൪ԭ仍Ⲵ䘀ࣘǄѪᰦቊ૱
⡼ᔰਁҶ䟷䍝⭏㓔㔤㍐㓔㔤Ⲵ䐟㓯മǄ
https://changingmarkets.org/
http://changingmarkets.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Roadmap-towards-responsible-viscoseand-modal-fibre-manufacturing.pdf

Controlled
wood,
Controlled
sources
CV

Material is not certified but has been verified as having a low probability of including wood
from risk categories as defined by forest standard systems.

ᶀᯉ⋑ᴹ䇱Җˈնᱟ㓿䗷傼䇱˖ᶕ㠚㻛᷇ḷ߶փ㌫䇔ᇊⲴ仾䲙૱㊫ᵘᶀⲴਟ㜭ᙗᖸվǄ

The Collaboration for Sustainable Development of Viscose (CV) in China offers viscose
producers a platform to achieve sustainable viscose production according to their roadmap.
http://www.cvroadmap.com/en.html

⭏㓔㔤㍐㓔㔤㹼ъ㔯㢢ਁኅ㚄ⴏսҾѝഭˈ㔉㋈㜦⭏ল୶ᨀањṩᦞԆԜⲴ䐟㓯മ䗮ࡠਟᤱ
㔝㋈㜦⭏ӗⲴᒣਠǄ
http://www.cvroadmap.com/en.html

EU Best
Available
Technique
(BAT)
FSC

The EU Best Available Techniques reference documents (also: EU BREFs) are a series of
reference documents providing descriptions of a range of industrial processes.
https://eippcb.jrc.ec.europa.eu/reference/

⅗ⴏᴰ֣ᢰᵟ৲㘳᮷ẓ˄ҏ〠ѪEU BREFs˅ᱟа㌫ࡇ৲㘳᮷ẓˈᨀа㌫ࡇӗъ⍱〻Ⲵ᧿䘠Ǆ
https://eippcb.jrc.ec.europa.eu/reference/

Forest Stewardship Council owns standard systems for forest protection and forest
management.
https://fsc.org/en
The Greenhouse Gas protocol establishes comprehensive global standardized frameworks to
measure and manage GHG emissions.
https://ghgprotocol.org

᷇㇑⨶ငઈՊ˄FSC˅ᤕᴹ᷇؍ᣔ઼᷇㇑⨶Ⲵ㌫ࡇḷ߶Ǆ
https://fsc.org/en

The Recycled Claim Standard (RCS) and Global Recycled Standard (GRS) are standards that
set requirements for third-party certification of recycled input and chain of custody.
https://textileexchange.org/standards/

RCS઼GRSᱟḷ߶ˈ⭘ԕ䇮ᇊሩഎ᭦ᶀᯉ৺ަⴁ㇑䬮Ⲵㅜйᯩ䇔䇱㾱≲Ǆ
https://textileexchange.org/standards/

HIGG sustainability tools help brands and manufacturers measure, manage, and share their
supply chain performance data.
https://higg.com; https://apparelcoalition.org

HIGGਟᤱ㔝ᐕާᐕާᑞࣙ૱⡼઼ࡦ䙐୶㺑䟿ǃ㇑⨶ᒦ࠶ӛԆԜⲴᓄ䬮Ⲵ㺘⧠ᮠᦞǄ
https://higg.com; https://apparelcoalition.org

Institute of Public & Environmental Affairs is a non-profit environmental research
organization dedicated to collecting, collating and analyzing government and corporate
environmental information to build a database of environmental information.
http://wwwen.ipe.org.cn/index.html

ޜՇ⧟ຳ⹄ウѝᗳ˄IPE˅ᱟаᇦ䶎࡙Ⲵ⧟ຳ⹄ウᵪᶴˈ㠤࣋Ҿ᭦䳶ǃᮤ⨶઼࠶᷀᭯ᓌ৺Աъ⧟
ຳؑԕᖒᡀањ⧟ຳؑⲴᮠᦞᓃǄ
http://wwwen.ipe.org.cn/index.html

Canopy/
CanopyStyle

CDP

Chinese
Cleaner Produc
tion Standard
(CPS) - Level I,
II and III
CMF

GHG protocol

GRS/RCS

HIGG
MSI/FEM/FSLM

IPE

ᇔ≄փॿ䇞䇮・Ҷޘ䶒Ⲵ⨳ޘḷ߶ॆṶᷦԕ㺑䟿઼㇑⨶ᇔ≄փᧂ᭮Ǆ
https://ghgprotocol.org

ISO14001

MMCF

OAR

PEFC

Preferred by
Nature

RE100

SA8000

SBTI

SEDEX

STep by Oekotex

Textile
Exchange

UNCCC

ZDHC

ISO 14001 sets out the criteria for an environmental management system and can be certified
to.
https://www.iso.org/iso-14001-environmental-management.html
Man-Made Cellulosic Fibers are regenerated fibers made from cellulose matter of plants
using a chemical process; MMCF include viscose (rayon), lyocell, acetate, modal and cupro.

ISO 14001䇮・Ҷ⧟ຳ㇑⨶㌫㔏Ⲵᤷḷˈᒦਟԕ䇔䇱Ǆ
https://www.iso.org/iso-14001-environmental-management.html

The Open Apparel Registry (OAR) is an open-source tool which maps garment facilities
worldwide and assigns a unique ID number to each.
https://www.iso.org/iso-14001-environmental-management.html

ᔰ᭮ᴽ㻵ⲫ䇠˄OAR˅ᱟањᔰⓀᐕާˈਟ൘ൠമкḷ䇠⨳ޘ㤳തⲴᴽ㻵ӗъ䇮ᯭˈ⇿њ䇮ᯭ
࠶䝽ᴹањ⤜аᰐҼⲴIDਧǄ
https://www.iso.org/iso-14001-environmental-management.html

Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification is an umbrella organization of national
forest certification systems tailored to local priorities and conditions.
https://www.pefc.org/

᷇䇔䇱㛼Җ亩ⴞ˄PEFC˅ᱟ⭡ㅖਸᖃൠՈݸһ亩઼⣦ߥⲴഭ᷇䇔䇱㌫㔏㓴ᡀⲴՎ⣦㓴㓷Ǆ
https://www.pefc.org/

Preferred by Nature (formerly known as NEPCon) is a non-profit organization offering
sustainability certification services, projects supporting awareness raising, and capacity
building.
https://preferredbynature.org

བྷ㠚❦Ո䘹˄ԕࡽᱟNEPCon˅ᱟањ䶎࡙ᵪᶴˈᨀਟᤱ㔝䇔䇱ᴽ࣑ˈ亩ⴞ᭟ᤱᨀॷ䇶ˈ
㜭࣋ᔪ䇮Ǆ
https://preferredbynature.org

RE100 companies make a public commitment to secure 100% of their electricity from
renewable sources.
https://www.there100.org

RE100ޜਨࠪڊҶޜՇ䈪ˈ⺞؍ԆԜⲴ⭥࣋ᶕ㠚ਟ⭏ᶕⓀǄ
https://www.there100.org

The SA8000 Standard and Certification System provide a framework for organizations of all
types or industries to conduct business in a way that is fair and decent for workers.
https://sa-intl.org/programs/sa8000/

SA8000ḷ߶઼䇔䇱փ㌫Ѫ㊫㓴㓷ᡆ㹼ъԕࣣࣘ㘵ޜᒣ઼փ䶒Ⲵᯩᔿᔰኅъ࣑IᨀањṶᷦǄ
https://sa-intl.org/programs/sa8000/

The Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi) drives ambitious climate action in the private
sector by enabling companies to set science-based emissions reduction targets.
https://sciencebasedtargets.org

、ᆖส߶ⴞḷّ䇞൘⿱Ӫ⧟㢲傡ࣘ䳴ᗳࣳࣳⲴ≄ى㹼ࣘˈ֯ᗇޜਨ㜭ཏ䇮・สҾ、ᆖส߶Ⲵ⻣߿
ᧂⴞḷǄ
https://sciencebasedtargets.org

Sedex is a membership organization that provides online platforms for companies to manage
and improve working conditions in global supply chains.
https://www.sedex.com

Sedexᱟањᡀઈ㓴㓷ˈᨀ൘㓯ᒣਠޜਨ㇑⨶઼᭩䘋⨳ޘᓄ䬮Ⲵᐕ⧟ຳǄ
https://www.sedex.com

STeP by OEKO-TEX is an environmental and social certification system for brands, retailers
and manufacturers from the textile and leather industry.
https://www.oeko-tex.com/en

STePᱟ⭡OEKO-TEXѪ㓪㓷૱Ⳟ䶙ӗъⲴ૱⡼઼ࡦ䙐୶ᨀ⧟Ⲵຳ઼⽮Պ䇔䇱փ㌫Ǆ
https://www.oeko-tex.com/en

Textile Exchange is a global non-profit that creates leaders in the preferred fiber and
materials industry.
https://textileexchange.org

㓪㓷૱Ӕ᱃ᱟањ⨳ޘᙗ䶎࡙㓴㓷ˈ൘Ո䘹㓔㔤઼ᶀᯉӗъࡋ䙐亶ሬ㘵Ǆ
https://textileexchange.org

Part of United Nations Climate Change program, fashion stakeholders formed the Fashion
Industry Charter for Climate Action which contains the vision to achieve net-zero emissions by
2050.
https://unfccc.int

UNCCCᱟ㚄ਸഭ≄ىਈॆ亩ⴞⲴа䜘࠶ˈᰦቊ㹼ъޣᯩ㓴ᡀҶ≄ى㹼ࣘᰦቊ㹼ъㄐ〻ˈަᝯᲟ
ᱟ䗮ᡀ2050ᒤ߰䴦ᧂ᭮Ǆ
https://unfccc.int

The non-profit Zero Discharge of Hazardous Chemicals collaborates with global brands,
chemical suppliers, manufacturers and others to reducing industry's chemical footprint.
https://www.roadmaptozero.com/

ᴹ∂ᴹᇣ⢙䍘䴦ᧂ᭮˄ZDHC˅о⨳ޘ૱⡼ǃॆᆖ૱ᓄ୶ǃࡦ䙐୶৺ަᆳᯩਸ߿ቁ㹼ъⲴॆ
ᆖ૱䏣䘩Ǆ
https://www.roadmaptozero.com/

⭏㓔㔤㍐㓔㔤ᱟԕ㓔㔤㊫Ἵ⢙Ѫᶀᯉ䟷⭘ॆᆖ⌅㧧ᗇⲴ㓔㔤ˈवᤜ㋈㜦ˈ㧡䎋ቄˈ䞻䞨㓔㔤ˈ㧛ԓቄˈ䬌≘㓔㔤
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Please do not forget to save after adding your inputs and name the document with Group name and year
(For example: MMCF Producer Questionnaire_TextileExchange_2022)
䈧н㾱ᘈ䇠൘࣐ᛘⲴ䗃ޕਾ؍ᆈᒦ֯⭘㓴઼ᒤԭભ᮷ẓ˄ֻྲMMCF Producer Questionnaire_TextileExchange_2022˅

Group level
Section

ㄐ㢲

No.

Question

Response Type & Options

䰞仈

എㆄⲴ㊫ර઼䘹亩

ޜਨ㓗࡛
Add your answers below • ൘лᯩ࣐ㆄṸ

General Information • สᵜؑ
General
Information
Group

ޜਨᑨ㿴ؑ

Date (dd/mm/yy)
ᰦ䰤˄ᰕᴸᒤ

1

Date questionnaire completed
ᆼᡀ䰞ধⲴᰦ䰤

2

Name of MMCF Group
MMCFޜਨᆇ

Text
᮷ᆇ

Viscose (Rayon) Staple Fibre

3

Group Contact - Name
ޜਨ㚄㌫Ӫ-ᆇ

Text
᮷ᆇ

Susan Slabbert

4

Group Contact - Email Address
ޜਨ㚄㌫Ӫ-䛞㇡ൠ൰

Text
᮷ᆇ

Susan_Slabbert@aprayon.com

5

Group Contact - Address Headquarter
ᙫ䜘ൠ൰

Text
᮷ᆇ

Jl M.H.Thamrin (d/h Jl. Teluk Betung) No. 31, Kebon Melati – Tanah Abang, Jakarta Pusat 10230, Indonesia

Confirm that you provide Site level answers for each fiber
production entity. That means additionally to the Group level
information.
寞⺞䇔䲔ᵜ䳶ഒؑѻཆˈⲴ⇿њ㓔㔤⭏ӗলҏᨀҶؑ

Picklist
䘹ᤙࡇ㺘

21/02/2022

Yes <>

6
If not, please why not, and for which Sites?
ྲ᷌⋑ᴹˈ䈧䈤᰾ѪӰѸˈᱟଚњᐕল

7

Confirm that the information is truthful based on current facts,
and could be verified.
䈧⺞ؑ؍ᱟสҾᇎ䱵ᛵߥⲴˈᱟⵏᇎਟؑⲴˈਟԕ㻛䇱ᇎⲴ

Text
᮷ᆇ

Picklist
䘹ᤙࡇ㺘

Yes, I confirm that the information provided is truthful and is based on current facts
<ⓗ㸪ᡃ◴宋ㇸ㎷ᾂ䙫Ὲざ㘖䜆⮅䙫⹝᷻⟡ṵ䛕∴⮅昬ガ↜>

Commitment and Engagement • 䈪઼৲о
Does your company have a Group level wood and pulp
sourcing policy and engagement?
Ⲵޜਨᴹ䳶ഒ㓗࡛Ⲵᵘᶀ઼㓨⍶䟷䍝᭯ㆆ઼㓖ᇊੇ˛

Feedstock

ᶀᯉ

Note: Certification schemes and volumes are covered on Site
level.
8

Picklist
䘹ᤙࡇ㺘

Yes <>

⌘˖䇔䇱䇑ࡂ઼ᇩ䟿ᱟवਜ਼ᐕল㓗࡛Ⲵ

If yes, please provide link to your company's Group level wood
and pulp sourcing policy and engagement.
ྲ᷌ᴹˈ䈧ѪᛘⲴޜਨ㓗ᵘᶀ઼㓨⍶䟷䍝᭯ㆆ઼㓖ᇊᨀ䬮᧕

Text/Link
᮷ᵜ䬮᧕

https://www.aprayon.com/en/sustainability/sustainability-policy/

Canopy
9

Does your company have a CanopyStyle aligned wood
sourcing policy in place and publicly available?
䍥ޜਨᱟᴹㅖਸCanopyStyleᵘᶀ䟷䍝᭯ㆆԕ৺ޜᔰ䈤᰾˛

Picklist
䘹ᤙࡇ㺘

If yes, please provide link.
ྲᴹˈ䈧ᨀ䬮᧕

Text/Link
᮷ᵜ䬮᧕

Has your company been CanopyStyle audited by Preferred by
Nature?
䍥ਨᱟᴹCanopyStyleᇑṨ˄བྷ㠚❦Ո䘹䘋㹼Ⲵ䇔䇱˅˛

Picklist
䘹ᤙࡇ㺘

If yes, please provide last audit date and link to published
audit report.
ྲᴹˈ䈧ᨀᴰ䘁ⲴᇑṨᰕᵏԕ৺ਁᐳⲴᇑṨᣕ䬮᧕

Text/Link
᮷ᵜ䬮᧕

Yes <>
https://www.aprayon.com/en/sustainability/sustainability-policy
“APR commits to sourcing from suppliers who have a demonstrated commitments to no deforestation and to the adoption of
HCV/HCSA practices which include recognition of Intact Forest Landscapes (IFL) and ancient and endangered forests.”
No <ྰ>

10

Hot Button Report by Canopy: Please provide your company's
most recent "Hot Button Ranking".
Canopy䃔交㉊ᣕ˖䈧ᨀ䍥ਨᴰᯠⲴᧂ
11
For reference: Link to 2020 edition
https://hotbutton.canopyplanet.org/
ӵ৲㘳˖ᒤ✝㓭ᢓᣕⲴ䬮᧕
Does your company use the Canopy ForestMapper to
proactively guide any new sourcing decisions?
䍥ਨᱟ֯⭘Canopy᷇ൠമᶕѫࣘൠᤷሬᯠⲴ䟷䍝ߣᇊ˛

Picklist
䘹ᤙࡇ㺘

Hot Button 10-14 <䃔交㉊ 10-14>

Picklist
䘹ᤙࡇ㺘

No <ྰ>

APR's sourcing partner and supplier APRIL has shared views on the challenges with the Forest Mapper to Canopy. These
views are also highlighted here
https://www.aprildialog.com/en/ancient-and-endangered-forests-debate/

12
If not, please specify why not.
ྲ⋑ᴹˈ䈧䈤᰾ѪӰѸ

Does your company engage in next generation, such as pre-or
post-consumer textiles, feedstock developments and
offerings?
䍥ਨᱟӾһлаԓˈֻྲ⎸䍩ࡽᡆ⎸䍩ਾ㓪㓷૱ˈᯉᔰਁ
઼ӗ૱ᨀ˛

13

APR has been discouraged by Canopy from completing a third party verification audit despite having proactively expressed its
interest and willingness to do so every year since 2019.

Text
᮷ᆇ

Picklist
䘹ᤙࡇ㺘

Yes <>

Note: Certification schemes and volumes are covered on Site
level.
⌘˖䇔䇱䇑ࡂ઼ᇩ䟿वਜ਼ᐕল㓗࡛

If yes, describe and share link.
tྲᴹˈ᧿䘠ԕ৺࠶ӛ䬮᧕

Text
᮷ᆇ

APR has committed to accelerate innovation in textile recycling, utilising 20% waste composition in our viscose production. See
further detail on our R&D progress on p32
https://issuu.com/rgei/docs/apr-sr2020

As a Group, is your company following and implementing all
requirements of the Changing Markets Foundation Roadmap
(environmental and social*) towards responsible viscose &
modal fiber manufacturing?
Ѫањ䳶ഒˈ䍥ਨᱟ䚥ᗚᒦᇎᯭҶਈॆᐲ൪ส䠁Պ䐟㓯മ
˄⧟ຳ઼⽮Պ*˅Ⲵᡰᴹ㾱≲ˈԕᇎ⧠䍏䍓ԫⲴ哿㜦઼㧛ԓቄ㓔
㔤ࡦ䙐˛

Changing
Markets
Foundation

ਈॆᐲ൪ส䠁
Պ

14

Picklist
䘹ᤙࡇ㺘

*Raw Material Sourcing requirements; Closed Loop
Production & Emissions requirements; Action Plan with
milestones and timelines; Independent Audits; Public
Disclosure of emissions data; Social Policy requirements;
Engagement with local communities; Remediate
environmental damage in surrounding areas.
*ᶀᯉ䟷䍝㾱≲˗䰝⧟⭏ӗ&ᧂ⊑㾱≲˗㹼ࣘ䇑ࡂⲴ䟼〻⻁઼
ᰦ䰤㺘˗㠚ѫᇑṨ˗ੁޜՇᣛ䵢ᧂ⊑ᮠᦞ˗⽮Պ᭯ㆆ㾱≲˗ᖃ
ൠ⽮Պ㾱≲˗༽؞ઘ䗩ൠ४Ⲵ⧟ຳൿ

Number / year
ᰦ䰤

If yes: By when?
ྲᴹˈӰѸᰦ˛ى

If not: Where are the gaps in your company's Group
engagement and why?
ྲˈ䍥ਨ઼䈪ѻ䰤Ⲵᐞ䐍ԕ৺ѪӰѸ˛

Text
᮷ᆇ

Text/Link
᮷ᵜ䬮᧕

Share links if disclosed publicly.
ྲᴹޜᐳ䈧࠶ӛ䬮᧕

15

Textile
Exchange

㓪㓷૱Ӕ᱃

Full EUBAT by 2023
APR is aligned with the Changing market foundations roadmap for closed loop production and emission requirements. Since
2019, we benchmarked our performance against the requirements of EU BAT and the outcome and some indicators are on our
Sustainability Dashboard on our APR website, including timelines for compliance.
https://www.aprayon.com/en/sustainability/sustainability-dashboard/responsible-operation/clean-manufacturing/
We expect full compliance by 2023 and the indicators will be independently verified.
Since 2019, APR started to measure and improve our sustainability performance using the HIGG Index suite of tools. APR
achieved a score of 73% on our first HIGG FEM evaluation and 93.1% of our HIGG FSLM assessment. We have also achieved
STeP by OEKO-TEX certification.

https://www.aprayon.com/en/sustainability/sustainability-dashboard/responsible-operation/clean-manufacturing/

Does your company have a ZDHC AID number?
䍥ਨᱟᴹZDHC㓴㓷㕆⸱˛

ZDHC

CV

Yes <>

Picklist
䘹ᤙࡇ㺘

Note: Environmental compliance and ZDHC details are
covered on Site level
⌘˖⧟ຳਸ㿴ᙗ઼ZDHCᱟवਜ਼ᐕল㓗࡛

Yes <>

If yes, please share your company's ZDHC AID number
ྲᴹˈ䈧࠶ӛ䍥ਨⲴZDHC㓴㓷㕆ਧ

Text
᮷ᆇ

16

Is your company a members of CV, Collaboration for
Sustainable Development of Viscose in China?
䍥ਨᱟᴹCVⲴᴳˈ൘ѝഭⲴ哿㜦ਟᤱ㔝ਁኅਸ˛

Picklist
䘹ᤙࡇ㺘

No <ྰ>

17

Is your company a participant of Textile Exchange's Corporate
Fiber and Materials Benchmark (CFMB) survey for suppliers?
䍥ਨᱟ৲࣐Ҷ7(ⲴԱъ㓔㔤઼ᶀᯉส߶˄CFMB˅ᓄল䈳
ḕ˛

Picklist
䘹ᤙࡇ㺘

Yes <>

18

Is your company participating in Textile Exchange's Preferred
Fiber and Materials Matrix (PFMM)?
䍥ਨᱟ৲࣐Ҷ㓪㓷૱Ӕ᱃ᡰⲴՈ䍘㓔㔤઼ᶀᯉส߶˄PFM
M˅

Picklist
䘹ᤙࡇ㺘

Yes <>

A934YE90

Please select from drop down options below
䈧Ӿл䘹亩ѝ䘹ᤙ

NGOs

䶎᭯ᓌ⳺ޜ㓴
㓷
䈧⌘ࡇࠪ䍥ਨ৲оⲴަԆоਟᤱ㔝ਁኅᴹⲴޣ䶎᭯ᓌ㓴㓷઼
ّ䇞

䘹ᤙࡇ㺘

䶎᭯ᓌ⳺ޜ㓴
㓷

Please list active engagement/membership at other relevant
NGOs and Initiatives linked to sustainability.
䈧⌘ࡇࠪ䍥ਨ৲оⲴަԆоਟᤱ㔝ਁኅᴹⲴޣ䶎᭯ᓌ㓴㓷઼
ّ䇞

Picklist
䘹ᤙࡇ㺘

19

No <ྰ>

Together for Sustainability
а䎧ਟᤱ㔝

No <ྰ>

Responsible Business
Alliance
ਟᤱ㔝୶ъ㚄ⴏ

Yes <>

Sustainable Apparel Coalition, UNFCCC Fashion Charter Signatory, United Nations Global Compact (UNGC), Textile and
Fashion Federation (TAFF)

Text
᮷ᆇ

If other, please specify
ަԆˈ䈧ࡇѮ

Does your company have a GHG reduction target for the
Group?
䍥ਨᱟᴹ߿ቁᇔ≄փᧂ᭮Ⲵⴞḷ˛

Greenhouse
Gas (GHG)

Conscious Fashion
Campaign
䟂ᰦቊᡈᖩ

ᇔ≄փ
Note: GHG targets are covered on Group and Site level,
Water targets on Site level only.
t⌘˖GHCⴞḷवਜ਼ᡰᴹⲴޜਨ઼ᐕলˈ≤ⴞḷӵ䪸ሩᐕল
If yes, are they science based and approved?
ྲᴹˈᱟᴹสҾ、ᆖԕ৺㻛ᢩ߶

Picklist
䘹ᤙࡇ㺘

Yes <>

Picklist
䘹ᤙࡇ㺘

No <ྰ>

Text
᮷ᆇ

If yes, by whom?
ྲᴹˈᱟ⭡䈱ᢩ߶˛

20
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If yes, what is the percentage targeted by when? What is the
baseline year?
ྲᴹˈӰѸᰦⴞ˛ىḷⲮ࠶∄ᱟཊቁ˛ส߶ᒤԭᱟଚᒤ˛

Percentage / year
Ⲯ࠶∄ᒤ

What are interim target and years? (for example 2030)
微㸈ⴞḷ઼ᒤԭ˛˄ֻྲ2030˅

Percentage / year
Ⲯ࠶∄ᒤ

Is the target absolute, relative to e.g. one ton of fiber, or a
combination of the two? Describe
䘉њⴞḷᱟ㔍ሩⲴˈ䘈ᱟሩⲴֻྲሩҾа㓔㔤ˈ䘈ᱟє
㘵㔃ਸ˛᧿䘠

Text
᮷ᆇ

What percentage of renewable energy sources are included in
these targets?
൘䘉њⴞḷѝˈ֯⭘ਟ⭏㜭ⓀⲴ∄ֻ˛

Percentage / year
Ⲯ࠶∄ᒤ

Is your company involved in climate initiatives to measure,
calculate and communicate progress?
䍥ਨᱟ৲оҶ㺑䟿ǃ䇑㇇઼⋏䙊䘋ኅⲴ≄ى㹼ࣘ˛

22

If yes, which ones?
㤕ᴹˈଚањ˛

If yes, specify the percentage target
ྲᱟˈᤷࠪⲮ࠶∄ⴞḷ

Picklist
䘹ᤙࡇ㺘

Picklist
䘹ᤙࡇ㺘

If yes, specify the target year
ྲ᷌എㆄᱟˈ䈧ᨀⴞḷᒤԭ

Please specify the baseline year
䈧ᤷࠪส߶ᒤԭ

If yes, specify the percentage interim target
ྲᴹˈᤷࠪ䗷Ⲯ࠶∄

Please specify the interim target years (for example: 2030)
䈧᰾⺞䗷ⴞḷᒤԭ˄ֻྲ˖2030ᒤ˅

Specify the percentage
᰾⺞∄ֻ

Please specify the year
᰾⺞ᒤԭ

100

2020

Yes <>

SBTI

No <ྰ>

CDP

Yes <>

GHG protocol

No <ྰ>

UNCCC

Yes <>

㤕ᴹˈଚањ˛

䘹ᤙࡇ㺘

No <ྰ>

RE100

Text
᮷ᆇ

If other, please specify
ަԆ䈧ᤷࠪ

Drop-down
л

Share links if publicly available
ྲᐢޜᐳ࠶ӛ䬮᧕

Indicate chapter / page of CR report
ᤷࠪᣕⲴㄐ㢲亥ᮠ

Policy for Health and
Safety
ڕᓧ઼ᆹޘ᭯ㆆ

Yes <>

https://www.aprayon.com/wpcontent/uploads/2021/10/APR_SR2020
.pdf

p34

Policy on Human Rights
and Labor Standards
Ӫᵳ઼ࣣᐕ᭯ㆆḷ߶

Yes <>

https://www.aprayon.com/wpcontent/uploads/2021/10/APR_SR2020
.pdf

p33

Global Supplier Code of
Conduct
⨳ޘᓄ୶㹼Ѫ߶ࡉ

Yes <>

Modern Slavery Act
Transparency Statement
⧠ԓྤ䳦㹼Ѫ䘿᰾ᓖ༠᰾

No <ྰ>

Anti-Bribery and
Corruption (ABC) Directive
৽䍚⊑ਇ䍯˄ABC˅ᤷሬ

Yes <>

Due Diligence statement
(OECD guidelines etc.)
ቭ㙼䈳ḕ༠᰾˄OECD˅ᤷ
ইㅹ

No <ྰ>

Social
Engagement /
Due Diligence

⽮Պ৲оቭ㙼
䈳ḕ

List your company's social engagement on Group level and
general community engagements valid for all production
entities.
ࡇࠪ䍥ਨ൘䳶ഒቲ䶒Ⲵ⽮Պ৲оˈԕ৺वਜ਼ᡰᴹ⭏ӗᇎփⲴ⽮
४ޜՇ৲оǄ

23

If other, please specify
ྲᴹަԆˈ䈧ᤷ᰾

Does your company have policies and procedures in place for
handling any grievances related to any manufacturing site
raised by either workers and/or local communities?
䍥ਨᱟᴹ䘲ᖃⲴ᭯ㆆ઼〻ᒿᶕ༴⨶ԫօᶕ㠚ࡦ䙐ᐕলᐕӪᡆ
ᖃൠ᭯ᓌᨀࠪⲴᣅ䇹˛

Picklist /
links /
text
䘹ᤙࡇ㺘䬮
᧕᮷ᆇ

Text
᮷ᆇ

Picklist
䘹ᤙࡇ㺘

Yes <>

https://www.aprayon.com/en/sustainability/grievance-process/
https://www.aprayon.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/APR_SR2020.pdf p19

24

If yes, share details and describe the process.
ྲᴹˈ࠶ӛ㓶㢲ԕ৺᧿䘠⍱〻

Text
᮷ᆇ

Higg MSI

25

Transparency

䘿᰾ᓖ

Does your company have HIGG MSI scores for its fibers?
䍥ਨᱟᴹ䪸ሩ㓔㔤ⲴHIGG MSI࠶ᮠ˛

Picklist
䘹ᤙࡇ㺘

If yes, indicate score for specific fibers.
ྲᴹˈ᭟ࠪާփ㓔㔤Ⲵ࠶ᮠ

Number
ᮠ٬

If not, is your company planning to in the next 12 months?
ྲˈ䍥ਨᱟ䇑ࡂ൘ᵚᶕⲴаᒤ৫˛ڊ

Picklist
䘹ᤙࡇ㺘

Yes <>

Does your company use transparency and traceability
certification/systems/verification on commercial level?
䍥ਨᱟ൘୶ъቲ䶒֯⭘䘿᰾ᓖ઼ਟ䘭ⓟൠ䇱Җ㌫㔏傼䇱˛

Picklist
䘹ᤙࡇ㺘

Yes <>

No <ྰ>

PEFC Chain of Custody Certification
26

and
If yes, describe for what fibers your company uses what
system(s), and share links
ྲᴹˈ᧿䘠䍥ਨⲴଚ㓔㔤֯⭘ଚњ㌫㔏ˈᒦ࠶ӛ䬮᧕

Text
᮷ᆇ

https://www.followourfibre.com

© Textile Exchange 2022 • www.textileexchange.org

Please do not forget to save after adding your inputs and name the document with Group name and year
(For example: MMCF Producer Questionnaire_TextileExchange_2022)
䈧н㾱ᘈ䇠൘࣐ᛘⲴ䗃ޕਾ؍ᆈᒦ֯⭘㓴઼ᒤԭભ᮷ẓ˄ֻྲMMCF Producer Questionnaire_TextileExchange_2022˅

Site 1
Section

ㄐ㢲

No.

Question

Response Type & Options

䰞仈

എㆄⲴ㊫ර઼䘹亩

ᐕল1
Add your answers below • ൘лᯩ࣐ㆄṸ

General Information • สᵜؑ
General
Information

Date (dd/mm/yy)
ᰦ䰤ᰕᴸᒤ

1

Date questionnaire completed
ᆼᡀ䰞ধⲴᰦ䰤

2

Name of Site/official entity name
ᐕল࣎ޜᇔᆇ

Text
᮷ᵜ

Asia Pacific Rayon

3

Address
ൠ൰

Text
᮷ᵜ

Jl. Lintas Timur, Pangkalan Kerinci Kabupaten Pelalawan Riau 28300, Indonesia

4

Country
ഭᇦ

Text
᮷ᵜ

Indonesia

5

Indicate year for which information in this sheet is filled
in (ideally last full production year)
䈤᰾ປ߉ᵜ㺘ؑⲴᒤԭ˄ᴰྭᱟᴰਾањᆼᮤⲴ⭏ӗᒤ
ԭ˅

Year
ᒤԭ

2021

6

Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates (or OAR
number if available)
⨳ޘᇊս㌫㔏˄GPS˅ḷ˄ᡆOAR㕆ਧྲᴹ˅

สᵜؑ

21/02/2022

Text / number
᮷ᵜ㕆ਧ

0°26'31.2"N 101°52'56.5"E

Drop-down
л

7

List all fibers produced at this Site, production capacities
of the last year of production
ࡇ᰾䈕ᐕল⭏ӗⲴᡰᴹ㓔㔤ˈкаᒤᓖⲴ⭏ӗӗ㜭

Picklist /
number
ࡇ㺘ᮠ٬

Viscose Staple Fiber (VSF)
哿㜦⸝㓔㔤 VSF)

Yes <>

Viscose Filament Yarn
(VFY)
㋈㜦䮯㓔㔤 VFY)

No <ྰ>

Modal
㧛ԓቄ

No <ྰ>

Lyocell
㧡䎋ቄ

No <ྰ>

Acetate
䞻䞟㓔㔤

No <ྰ>

Spun dyed fibers
亡∴㞺剙事仛

No <ྰ>

Capacity in tons
ӗ㜭

240000.00

Raw Materials • ᶀᯉ
Feedstock type - tree species, recycled or alternative feedstock type
ᯉ㊫ර-ṁˈഎ᭦ᡆᴯԓᯉ㊫ර

Feedstock

ᯉ
Type 1 • ㊫ර1
Type 2 • ㊫ර2

ࡇѮ䈕ᐕল৫ᒤ൘୶ъቲ䶒к֯⭘Ⲵᯉ㊫ර˄ֻྲṁ
᮷ᵜⲮ࠶∄
˅

Hardwood and Sofwood Dissolving wood pulp

Percentage (%) of Feedstock used (total should
be 100)
ᯉ֯⭘Ⲯ࠶∄˄%˅˄ᙫ䟿Ѫ˅

100

ᯉ

8

List feedstock types used on commercial level at this
Text /
Site in the last year (for example, tree species).
percentage
ࡇѮ䈕ᐕল৫ᒤ൘୶ъቲ䶒к֯⭘Ⲵᯉ㊫ර˄ֻྲṁ
᮷ᵜⲮ࠶∄
˅

Type 3 • ㊫ර3
Type 4 • ㊫ර4
Type 5 • ㊫ර5
Type 6 • ㊫ර6
Type 7 • ㊫ර7
Type 8 • ㊫ර8
Recycled or alternative feedstock type
എ᭦ᡆᴯԓᯉ㊫ර

Capacity in tons per year
ӗ㜭ᒤ

Type 1 • ㊫ර1 Not applicable
Type 2 • ㊫ර2
Type 3 • ㊫ර3
9

What would be the Sites capacity of recycled or
alternative feedstock (in tons per year)?
ᐕল֯⭘എ᭦ᡆᴯԓᶀᯉⲴ㜭࣋ᱟཊቁ˄ᒤ˅˛

Text /
percentage
᮷ᵜⲮ࠶∄

Type 4 • ㊫ර4
Type 5 • ㊫ර5
Type 6 • ㊫ර6
Type 7 • ㊫ර7
Type 8 • ㊫ර8

Is your company investing in or piloting with further
recycled or alternative feedstocks at this Site?
䍥ޜਨᱟ൘䈕ᐕলᣅ䍴ᡆ䈅傼䘋а↕എ᭦ᡆᴯԓᯉ˛

Picklist

Yes <>

ࡇѮ

Our main DWP supplier and sister company APRIL is commited to source 20%
of our cellulosic fiber for viscose from recycled textile by 2030. This is in line with our commitment to produce VSF
containing 20% recycled textile by 2030. In addition our Parent RGE announced in 2019 that they will invest US$200
millionin cellulosic textile fibre research and development over the course of 10 years to help fast and linear fashion
become more circular and sustainable. The investment represents a firm commitment to supporting solutions in alternative
cellulose or plant-based feedstock and closed-loop manufacturing.

10
If yes, describe.
ྲᴹˈ᧿䘠

Text
᮷ᵜ

11

What certifications does this Site hold for feedstock (for
example FSC, PEFC, SFI etc.)?
䈕ᐕলᤕᴹଚӋᯉ䇱Җ˄ֻྲFSC,PEFC,SFIㅹ˅˛

Text
᮷ᵜ

PEFC

12

What certifications does this Site hold for Chain of
Custody (for example FSC, PEFC)?
䈕ᐕলᤕᴹଚӋӗ䬰ⴁ㇑䬮䇱Җ˄ֻྲFSC,PEFC˅"

Text
᮷ᵜ

PEFC

Drop-down
л

What percentage of the processed pulp was certified
last year?
৫ᒤᴹཊቁⲮ࠶∄Ⲵ࣐ᐕ㓨⍶䙊䗷Ҷ䇔䇱˛

13

Split percentages for FSC, PEFC and FSC/PEFC.
Also list RCS, GRS or other certified alternative
feedstocks.
ࡇѮFSC,PEFC઼FSC/PEFCⲴⲮ࠶∄ǄҏࡇࠪRCS,GR
ᡆަԆ䇔䇱Ⲵᴯԓᯉ

Picklist /
Percentage

ࡇ㺘Ⲯ࠶
∄

Percentage (%) of the processed pulp certified last year
৫ᒤ䇔䇱Ⲵ࣐ᐕ㓨⍶Ⲯ࠶∄˄%˅

FSC

Yes <>

1

PEFC

Yes <>

99

FSC/PEFC
RCS

৫ᒤᴹཊቁⲮ࠶∄Ⲵ࣐ᐕ㓨⍶䙊䗷Ҷ䇔䇱˛

ࡇ㺘Ⲯ࠶
∄
13

ࡇѮ
઼
SᡆަԆ䇔䇱Ⲵᴯԓᯉ

ⲴⲮ࠶∄Ǆҏࡇࠪ
GRS
Other • ަԆ

Text
᮷ᵜ

Please share details on other certified pulp
䈧࠶ӛަԆ䇔䇱㓨⍶Ⲵ㓶㢲

Percentage (%) of controlled wood/sources
ਟ᧗ࡦᵘᶀᶕⓀⲴⲮ࠶∄˄˅

14

What percentage was FSC controlled wood and PEFC
controlled sources?
FSC᧗ࡦᵘᶀ઼PEFC᧗ࡦᶕⓀⲴⲮ࠶∄ᱟཊቁ˛

Did this Site have a CanopyStyle Audit last year?
䈕ᐕল৫ᒤᱟᴹCanopyStyle ᇑṨ˛
15
If yes, provide date and link to audit findings.
ྲᴹˈᨀᰦ䰤઼ᇑ䇑㔃᷌䬮᧕

16

Declare if this Site has any risk of sourcing from ancient
and endangered forests identified in its last CanopyStyle
Audit using the "Notes on Audit Result" letters.
㤕䈕ল൘к⅑CanopyStyleᇑṨѝᴹਔ㘱ǃ☂ড᷇䟷䍝
仾䲙Ⲵˈ䈧⭘ĀᇑṨ㔃༷᷌⌘āؑԦ༠᰾

Percentage

Ⲯ࠶∄

FSC controlled wood
FSCਟ᧗ᵘᶀ

0

PEFC controlled sources
PEFCਟ᧗ᶕⓀ

1
Please select from drop down options below
寞ẵᷲ㊰忰桠Ḕ忰㋐

Picklist
ࡇѮ

No <ྰ>

Date - dd/mm/yy
ᰦ䰤ᰕᴸᒤ
Link to report
ᣕ䬮᧕
Please select from drop down options below
寞ẵл䘹亩ѝ䘹ᤙ

Picklist
ࡇѮ

Not applicable <㏧⏝>

Manufacturing • ࡦ䙐
Does your company have a target date for achieving
''closed loop'' production at this Site?
䍥ਨᱟᴹ൘䈕ᐕলᇎ⧠Ā䰝⧟ā⭏ӗⲴⴞḷᰦ䰤˛

Environmental
Engagement

⧟ຳ䈪

17

Changing Markets Definition of ''closed loop'' - a system
that ensures emission controls and chemical recovery
rates in line with the EU Best Available Technique (BAT)
criteria and aims to recycle the majority of chemicals
used during production and prevent the production
process from negatively impacting on human health and
the environment.
TEⓗ“旔䎖”ᐃḰ୍୭◴ಖ㱈㎎∝⑳⋽⭍⒨⛅㔝∐䔏䍮䬍⏯㬎䛆㛧⏖
⏝ᢏ㜖ƋBAT㸧㟮↭Ə㗏✏⛅㔝✏䔆Ẏ微䧲Ḕὦ䔏䙫⤎惏
ศᏛရ㸪㜵Ṇ⏕Ẏ微䧲Ḕ䙫ὦ䔏䙫⋽⭍⒨⯠ạ䱢⁌⺞⑳
䎖⡪Ẏ䔆崆杉⽘⒴䙫䳢仆

Date - dd/mm/yy
ᰦ䰤ᰕᴸᒤ

Yes, we are commited to full compliance to EU BAT by end 2023. All but one parameter compliant. Please refer to APR
Website
https://www.aprayon.com/en/sustainability/sustainability-dashboard/responsible-operation/clean-manufacturing/

Only one remaining item - Hazardous waste production per tonne product.
What are areas of action to close gaps (if any)?
ᴹଚӋ㹼ࣘ亶ฏਟԕᕕ㺕ᐞ䐍˄ྲᴹ˅
18

Text
᮷ᵜ

https://www.aprayon.com/en/sustainability/sustainability-dashboard
Share links if disclosed publicly, indicate chapter/page
of CR report.
ྲᐢሩཆޜᔰˈ䈧࠶ӛ䬮᧕ˈᒦ⌘᰾ᡰ൘ᣕⲴㄐ㢲亥
⸱

Link / text
䬮᧕᮷ᵜ

Please select from drop down options below
䈧Ӿл䘹亩ѝ䘹ᤙ

What independent environmental audits or certificates is
this Site currently holding?
䈕ᐕলᤕᴹӰѸ⤜・Ⲵ⧟ຳᇑṨᡆ䇱Җ˛
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Picklist
ࡇѮ

Higg FEM

Yes <>

BEPI

No <ྰ>

Step by Oekotex

Yes <>

GRS

No <ྰ>

ISO14001

Yes <>

Bluesign

No <ྰ>

ZDHC StZ

Yes <>

ZDHC MMCF Guidelines
ZDHC MMCFᤷই

Yes <>

Chinese Clean Production
Standard (CPS)
ѝഭ⌱⭏ӗḷ߶ CPS

No <ྰ>

CPS Level I

No <ྰ>

CPS Level II

No <ྰ>

CPS Level III

No <ྰ>

Responsible Care
Certificate
䍏䍓ԫᣔ⨶䇱Җ

No <ྰ>

Other (please specify)
ަԆ˄䈧ᤷࠪ˅

Chemicals

ॆᆖ૱

If no to all, is this Site planning to comply to one or more
in the next 12 months?
ྲ᷌ԕк䜭ᰐˈ䈕ᐕলᱟ䇑ࡂᵚᶕњᴸ৫ㅖਸа亩
ᡆᴤཊ˛

Picklist
ࡇѮ

Yes - progressive <ⓗ-ඛ忂✗>

20

What level does this Site meet on the ZDHC MMCF
waste water parameters?
䈕ᐕলㅖਸZDHC MMCF ᓏ≤৲ᮠⲴଚњ㓗࡛˛

Picklist
ࡇѮ

Yes - aspirational <ⓗ-ỿ䦧䙫>

21

What level does this Site meet on the ZDHC MMCF air
emissions parameters?
䈕ᐕলㅖਸZDHC MMCF ᓏ≄ᧂ᭮৲ᮠⲴଚњ㓗࡛˛

Picklist
ࡇѮ

Yes <>

Does this Site meet the ZDHC Guidelines for fiber
production?
䈕ᐕলᱟㅖਸZDHC㓔㔤⭏ӗᤷই˛

Picklist
ࡇѮ

Yes <>

If none of the above: Does this Sites production meet
EU BAT criteria?
ྲԕкޘнᱟ˖䈕ᐕল⭏ӗᱟㅖਸ(8BATḷ߶˛

Picklist
ࡇѮ
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If not: Can your company provide any other third party
testing data equivalent to ZDHC waste water and air
emissions guidelines for this Site?
㤕˖䍥ਨᱟ㜭ᨀަԆㅜйᯩ⍻䈅ᮠᦞˈᖃҾZDH
CⲴᓏ≤઼オ≄ᧂ᭮ᤷই˛

If yes, please specify
ྲᴹˈᤷ᰾

Does your company have a GHG reduction target for
this Site?
忀ḑ⍩ᱟᴹ߿ቁᇔ≄փᧂ᭮Ⲵⴞḷ˛

Greenhouse
Gas (GHG)

ᇔ≄փ

If yes, what is the percentage targeted by when? What
is the baseline year?
ྲᴹˈӰѸᰦⴞ˛ىḷⲮ࠶∄ᱟཊቁ˛ส߶ᒤԭᱟଚᒤ˛

Picklist
ࡇѮ

Text
᮷ᵜ

Please select from drop down options below
䈧Ӿл䘹亩ѝ䘹ᤙ

Picklist
ࡇѮ

Percentage / year
Ⲯ࠶∄ᒤԭ

Yes <>
If yes, specify the percentage target
ྲᱟˈᤷࠪⲮ࠶∄ⴞḷ

If yes, specify the target year
ྲ᷌എㆄᱟˈ䈧ᨀⴞḷᒤԭ

50

What are interim target and years? (for example 2030)
䗷ⴞḷ઼ᒤԭ˛˄ֻྲ2030˅

Percentage / year
Ⲯ࠶∄ᒤԭ
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Please specify the baseline year
䈧ᤷࠪส߶ᒤԭ

2030

2019

If yes, specify the percentage (xx%) interim
target
ྲᴹˈᤷࠪ䗷ⴞḷⲮ࠶∄˄˅

Please specify the interim target years
(for example: 2030)
䈧᰾⺞䗷ⴞḷᒤԭ˄ֻྲ˖2030ᒤ˅

25

2025

This is an intesity target to reduce our product carbon footprint, in line with the criteria defined by SBTI
Is the target absolute, relative to e.g. one ton of fiber, or
a combination of the two? Describe
䘉њⴞḷᱟ㔍ሩⲴˈሩⲴֻྲሩҾа㓔㔤ˈ䘈ᱟє
㘵㔃ਸ˛᧿䘠

Text
᮷ᵜ

https://www.aprayon.com/en/media/news-releases/asia-pacific-rayon-unveils-ambitious-2030-sustainability-agenda/
Share links if disclosed publicly, indicate chapter/page
of CR report
㤕ᴹੁޜՇᣛ䵢ˈ䈧࠶ӛ䬮᧕ˈᤷࠪㄐ㢲亥ᮠ

24

What percentage of renewable energy sources are
included in these targets at this Site?
൘䘉њⴞḷѝˈ䈕ᐕল֯⭘ਟ⭏㜭ⓀⲴ∄ֻ˛
Does your company have a water consumption
reduction target for this Site?
䍥ਨሩ䈕ᐕলᱟᴹ߿ቁ⭘≤䟿Ⲵⴞḷ˛

Water

≤

If yes, what is the percentage that targeted by when?
What is the baseline year?
ྲᴹˈӰѸᰦⴞ˛ىḷⲮ࠶∄ᱟཊቁ˛ส߶ᒤԭᱟཊቁ˛

What are interim target and years? (for example 2030)
䗷ⴞḷ઼ᒤԭ˛˄ֻྲ2030˅
25

Link / text
䬮᧕᮷ᵜ

Percentage / year
Ⲯ࠶∄ᒤԭ

Percentage / year
Ⲯ࠶∄ᒤԭ

2020

100
Please select from drop down options below
䈧Ӿл䘹亩ѝ䘹ᤙ

Picklist
ࡇѮ

Percentage / year
Ⲯ࠶∄ᒤԭ

Please specify the year
䈧ᤷ᰾ᒤԭ

Specify the percentage (xx%)
ᤷ᰾Ⲯ࠶∄

Yes <>
If yes, specify the percentage (xx%) target
ྲᴹˈާփⴞḷⲮ࠶∄˄%˅

If yes, specify the target year
ྲ᷌എㆄᱟˈ䈧ᨀⴞḷᒤԭ

Please specify the baseline year
䈧᰾⺞ส߶ᒤԭ

50

2030

2019

If yes, specify the percentage (xx%) interim
target
ྲᴹˈᤷࠪ䗷ⴞḷⲮ࠶∄˄˅

Please specify the interim target years
(for example: 2030)
䈧᰾⺞䗷ⴞḷᒤԭ˄ֻྲ˖ᒤ˅

25

2025

This is an intesity target to reduce Water consumption per tonne product
Is the target absolute, relative to e.g. one ton of fiber, or
a combination of the two? Describe
䘉њⴞḷᱟ㔍ሩⲴˈֻྲሩҾа㓔㔤ˈ䘈ᱟє㘵㔃ਸ
˛᧿䘠

Waste Tow

ᓏэ
26

Text
᮷ᵜ

Share links if disclosed publicly, indicate chapter/page
of CR report
࠶ӛ䬮᧕ྲᴹ亩ޜՇᣛ䵢ˈᤷࠪㄐ㢲亥ᮠ

Link / text
䬮᧕᮷ᵜ

Is all of the Sites waste tow fully treated to remove any
hazardous chemicals before it is sold/disposed?
ᡰᴹলⲴᓏэˈ൘আ༴㖞ࡽᱟ㓿䗷ᆼޘ༴⨶ԕ৫䲔
ᴹᇣॆᆖ૱˛

Picklist
ࡇѮ

https://www.aprayon.com/en/sustainability/sustainability-dashboard

Please select from drop down options below
寞ẵᷲ㊰忰桠Ḕ忰㋐

Yes <>
Please select from drop down options below
䈧Ӿл䘹亩ѝ䘹ᤙ

Social
Engagement

⽮Պ䈪

What independent social audits or certification is this
Site currently holding?
䈕ᐕলⴞࡽᤕᴹⲴ⤜・Ⲵ⽮ՊᇑṨᡆ䇱Җ˛

Picklist
ࡇѮ
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Higg FSLM

No <ྰ>

SLP

No <ྰ>

SA8000

No <ྰ>

BSCI

No <ྰ>

SEDEX/SMETA

No <ྰ>

ISO 45001

Yes <>

Other (please specify)
ަԆ˄䈧ࡇѮ˅

If no to all, is this Site planning to comply to one or more
in the next 12 months?
ྲ᷌ԕк䜭ᰐˈ䈕ᐕলᱟ䇑ࡂ൘ᵚᶕњᴸㅖਸа亩
ᡆཊ亩㾱≲˛

Grievances

Grievances raised by either workers and/or local
communities: in addition to the Group level information,
please share for this Site:
ᴹᐕӪᡆᱟᖃൠ᭯ᓌᨀࠪⲴᣅ䇹˖䲔Ҷޜਨ㓗࡛Ⲵؑˈ
䈧࠶ӛ䈕ᐕলⲴ

ᣅ䇹

Yes <> STeP by OEKO-TEX certification

Picklist
ࡇѮ

Please select from drop down options below
䈧൘л䶒䘹ᤙ䘹ᤙ

Picklist
ࡇѮ

Yes <>

Is there a public posting of the grievances policy and
process?
ᱟᴹޣҾ⭣䇹᭯ㆆ઼〻ᒿⲴޜᔰ˛ޜ
28
If yes, is also posted how to submit in all relevant local
languages?
ྲᴹˈ䈧ປ߉ᘾѸṧᨀӔᡰᴹޣᖃൠ䈝䀰

Picklist
ࡇѮ

Yes <>

Describe the procedures for follow-up and resolution?
᧿䘠䐏䘋㹼઼ࣘ䀓ߣᯩṸⲴ〻ᒿ

Are reported grievances increasing, decreasing, or
unchanged at this Site?
൘䈕ᐕলᣕⲴᣅ䇹ᱟ࣐ǃ߿ቁ䘈ᱟнਈ˛

Text
᮷ᵜ

We have very comprehensive procedure, please refer to the procedure for a coprehensive overview of the follow-up and
resolution process.
https://www.aprayon.com/en/sustainability/grievance-process/

Please select from drop down options below
䈧൘л䶒䘹ᤙ䘹ᤙ

Picklist
ࡇѮ

Unchanged <ἐ᭷⎿⋽>

29
If increasing - please explain.
㤕࣐-䈧䀓䟺

Are a majority of cases related to this Site solved within
a year?
оᐕলᴹⲴޣབྷ䜘࠶ṸԦᱟ൘аᒤ䀓ߣ˛

Text
᮷ᵜ

Picklist
ࡇѮ

Yes <>
https://www.aprayon.com/en/sustainability/grievance-process/

30
Share links if disclosed publicly, indicate chapter/page
of CR report
ྲᴹ亩ޜՇᣛ䵢䈧࠶ӛ䬮᧕ˈᤷ᰾ᣕⲴㄐ㢲亥ᮠ

Link / text
䬮᧕᮷ᵜ

Are there specific grievance measures and activities for
this Site?
䈕ᐕলᱟᴹާփⲴ⭣䇹᧚ᯭ઼⍫ࣘ˛

Picklist
ࡇѮ

Yes <>
We have very comprehensive procedure, please refer to the
procedure for a coprehensive overview

31
Share details.
࠶ӛ㓶㢲

Text
᮷ᵜ

Community Engagement and Impact • ⽮४䈪઼ᖡ૽
Is there a specific plan or program involving local
communities at this Site - on forest/feedstock level (e.g.
impact assessment, land rights, forest protection,
education, infrastructure)?
൘ᵜᐕলᱟᴹ⎹৺ᖃൠ⽮४Ⲵާփ䇑ࡂᡆᯩṸ൘᷇ᯉቲ䶒˄ֻྲᖡ૽䇴ՠˈ൏ൠᵳˈ᷇؍ᣔˈ
ᮉ㛢ˈส䇮ᯭ˅"

Communities

⽮Պ

Please select from drop down options below
䈧൘л䶒䘹ᤙ

Picklist
ࡇѮ

Yes <>

32
Please refer to the APRIL SFMP 2.0 for a comprehensive overview

If yes, describe.
ྲᴹˈ᧿䘠

Text
᮷ᵜ

https://www.aprilasia.com/en/sustainability/sustainability-policy
https://www.aprilasia.com/en/sustainability/sustainability-report
https://april2030.aprilasia.com/

33

Is there a specific plan or program involving local
communities at this Site - on pulp production level (e.g.
impact assessment, remediation, health care, education,
infrastructure)?
䈕ᐕলᱟᴹ᰾⺞Ⲵ䇑ࡂᡆ亩ⴞ⎹৺ᖃൠ⽮४
൘㓨⍶⭏ӗቲ䶒˄ྲᖡ૽䇴ՠˈ㺕ᮁˈছ⭏ˈڕ؍ᮉ㛢ˈ
ส䇮ᯭ˅"

Picklist
ࡇѮ

Yes <>

Please refer to the APRIL SFMP 2.0 for a comprehensive overview
If yes, describe.
ྲᴹˈ䈧᧿䘠

Is there a specific plan or program involving local
communities at this Site - on fiber production level (e.g.
impact assessment, remediation, health care, education,
infrastructure)?
൘㓔㔤⭏ӗቲ䶒˄ྲᖡ૽䇴ՠˈ㺕ᮁˈছ⭏ˈڕ؍ᮉ㛢ˈ
ส䇮ᯭ˅ᱟᴹ⎹৺ᖃൠ⽮४Ⲵާփ䇑ࡂᡆᯩṸ˛

Text
᮷ᵜ

https://www.aprilasia.com/en/sustainability/sustainability-policy
https://www.aprilasia.com/en/sustainability/sustainability-report
https://april2030.aprilasia.com/

Picklist
ࡇѮ
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Yes <>

Please refer to APR Sustainability Policy
https://www.aprayon.com/en/sustainability/sustainability-policy/
If yes, describe.
ྲᴹˈ䈧᧿䘠

Text
᮷ᵜ
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